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LOCAL LINEWORKERS IN NATIONAL COMPETITION APRIL 2 
 
AUSTIN, Minn.— 
                               
Austin Utilities electric lineworkers will compete against their peers from across the country 
April 2 at Canterbury Park in Shakopee, in the American Public Power Association (APPA) 
National Lineworkers Rodeo. Competing for Austin Utilities will be Jeff Martinson, Steve Tiegs, 
Colten Berghuis, and Tyler Underdahl. In addition, Austin Utilities staff member Russ Nelson 
will be an event judge. 
 
The April 2 Rodeo is a tremendous photo opportunity and also offers numerous story ideas.  
 
Here is a link to the APPA Rodeo homepage. Check out the video.   
 
Here is another video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pDWi9hN4AC0 
 
Among the opportunities and story angles: 

 LIVE TRAINING SESSION at AUSTIN UTILITIES DOWNTOWN POWER 
PLANT  

o Wednesday, March 30th 1:30-2:30  
o Open to the Media for photos and interviews 
o Come see Austin Utilities staff train for the lineworker rodeo at our 

special indoor training course.  
 David vs. Goliath: Austin Energy (a Texas utility with 448,000 customers) against Austin 

Utilities (a Minnesota utility with 12,500 customers). 
o How will our hometown team fare against the giants of the industry? 

 Everybody has electricity. Who makes that happen? 
 A workforce in transition: The 2011 Center for Energy Workforce Development 

(CEWD) ‘Gaps in the Energy Workforce Pipeline’ survey estimated 62 percent of the 
industry have the potential to retire or leave for other reasons through 2020.  

 The workforce, however, remains overwhelmingly male. While the lineworker’s 
reputation as the last of the modern cowboys is receding with an emphasis on safety and 
training, the fact is these people thrive on physical labor, with a dose of hardship and an 
element of danger. Come explore that ethos. 

 
At the April 2 rodeo event, Reporters will have the opportunity to: 

 Put on and use lineworker’s gear and tools.  
 Report in the air from a bucket truck.  
 Borrow a lineworker’s gaffs and climb a pole (part-way).  
 Talk to the people who keep your lights on. You can’t outsource this job. 

 
In addition, there will be a number of family-friendly activities, including: 
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 Pony rides 
 Petting zoo 
 Bounce house, and more 

 
This “once in a lifetime” for Minnesota event is a big deal: the area of the rodeo grounds is 
approximately nine acres (roughly the size of eight football fields), set with 132 pole structures. 
 
Each year the Rodeo attracts attendees from all across the U.S. and abroad. The rodeo grounds 
construction was coordinated by Shakopee Public Utilities and the Minnesota Municipal 
Utilities Association (MMUA) with assistance from Austin Utilities staff members.  
 
 

### 
 

Austin Utilities is a municipal utility serving approximately 12,300 electric customers, 10,300 
natural gas customers, and 9000 water customers. Their mission is to offer utility products and 
services in a safe, reliable and responsible manner in order to enhance the quality of life in our 
community. For more information on Austin Utilities visit their website at 
www.austinutilities.com.  
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